Introduction
Optical amplifiers are widely used and key devices in optical fiber communications. Our labwork experiment uses a commercial-type EDFA with all suitable devices (tunable source, synthetizer, optical attenuators, high speed/low noise photodiode, electrical and optical spectrum analyzers). In a first part, students study typical characteristics of an EDFA using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA): they measure the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), optical gain, gain saturation with respect to pump level and signal level, non uniformity of the gain with respect to wavelength, etc. In a second part, the students start studying noise generated by optical detection of different types of optical flux: attenuated laser flux then ASE flux. They find the evolution of noise level measured with an electrical spectrum analyzer to be completely different between the 2 sources. Then, they measure an RF-range (100 MHz to 1GHz) AM signal optically transmitted along a fiber link at different points : at the input of the EDFA then at the output. The degradation of SNR through the EDFA (the so-%&''0)(:+!$,0(3$1420;(<7=($,()02$>0)(#/0+( compared to the measurement performed through the optical domain by the OSA using Fig.1 shows the set-up of the experiment. The emitter is a commercial tunable extended cavity diode laser in the 1500-1600 nm range which amplitude is modulated by a RF synthetizer. ATT1 is a calibrated optical attenuator. SWk are optical switches and SWij their input or output ports. The receiver is a low noise amplified high-bandwidth photodiode.The optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is a grating-type standard resolution (0.1 nm) device and AS is a RF electrical analyzer. The degradation of SNR through (NF) is fairly well verified. The agreement between optical and electrical NF measurements is quite good, depending on each side on 1) the formula used in the OSA application (it can be derived and calculated separately) and 2) the calibration of the photodiode and electrical analyzer.
In conclusion, this labwork is a good opportunity to familiarize students with a key optoelectronic component in optical fiber communications and, in the same time, open to misleading concepts (classical or quantum noise) and measurements techniques.
